
Comments on the S/KEY user authentication schemeLiqun Chen� and Chris J. MitchellComputer Science Department, Royal Holloway, University of London,Egham, Surrey TW20 0EX, England.fliqun,cjmg@dcs.rhbnc.ac.ukAbstractWe give a critical analysis of the security properties of the S/KEY user authen-tication system.Index Terms: authentication, password, user authentication1 IntroductionIn this paper we consider the security properties of the S/KEY user authentication sys-tem, details of which have been published as an Internet RFC, [3]. A complete softwareimplementation of S/KEY has also been made publicly available (see [3]).The S/KEY scheme, which is closely based on a scheme devised by Lamport, [5], has beendesigned to provide users with `one-time passwords', which can be used to control useraccess to remote hosts. Of course, as with any such system, after the user authenticationprocess is complete, i.e. after the one-time password has been sent across the network, noprotection is o�ered against subversion of the link by third parties. This fact is pointedout in [3]. Indeed it is stated there that the S/KEY scheme `does not protect a networkeavesdropper from gaining access to private information, and does not provide protectionagainst \inside" jobs or against active attacks where the potential intruder is able tointercept and modify the packet stream'.However it is claimed that S/KEY `is not vulnerable to eavesdropping/replay attacks'.In this paper we show that, depending on the de�nition of `replay attack', the S/KEYscheme can fail to provide this property, which is not true of some other schemes of thisgeneral type.�The work of this author has been funded by the European Commission under ACTS project AC095(ASPeCT). 1



2 Outline of schemeThe S/KEY scheme operates in the following general way. For the purposes of thisdiscussion we assume that the user has access to some kind of computing device withboth an input and an output device (e.g. a keyboard and screen) and which can be usedto perform certain calculations.The user possesses a 64-bit secret key. This key is derived from a `pass-phrase' of arbitrarylength, thus avoiding the need for it to be stored by the user's hardware. The user andhost share an implementation of a one-way function which takes a 64-bit input and givesa 64-bit output. The function built into the public domain version of S/KEY is basedon the MD4 hash-function (see, for example, Internet RFC 1320, [6]), although it couldbe based on any other suitable function (e.g. SHA or RIPEMD{160).The key is used to generate a sequence of `one-time passwords' in the following way. Eachhost which the user wishes to access is assigned a 64-bit seed value and a `count' value,which will initially be set to some �xed value (e.g. 1000). For each user wishing to gainaccess, the host retains three things:� a copy of the seed for that user,� the current `count' value for that user, and� the previous one-time password for that user.When a user wishes to gain access to the host, the following procedure is followed.1. The host decrements its stored counter for that user, and sends the value of thisdecremented counter, c say, to the user in conjunction with the seed value, D say.2. On receipt of D and c, the user takes D and bit-wise exclusive-ors it with its 64-bitkey to obtain a 64-bit value S. The one-way function shared by the user and hostis then recursively applied to S a total of c times to obtain the 64-bit one-timepassword P . The value P is then sent back to the host.3. On receipt of P , the host applies the one-way function to P once, and comparesthe result with its stored `old password'. If the two values agree then the user isauthenticated and the `old' stored password is replaced with P . Otherwise the useris rejected.Setting the system up will require the user to enter his/her pass-phrase into the host,where the initial count can be chosen, and the initial password computed and stored.It is important to note that the host does not need to retain any secrets, since it onlykeeps the `old' password, from which the new password cannot be derived.



3 Challenge-response protocols and predictable chal-lengesThe scheme can be thought of as a special type of challenge-response scheme based onthe use of a cryptographic check function, as speci�ed in clause 5.1.2 of ISO/IEC 9798{4,[4]. In this protocol, entity B wishes to verify the identity of entity A. To achieve thisthe following two messages are exchanged.1. B sends A a challenge R.2. A sends to B a response equal to fK(R), where K is a shared secret key and f isa cryptographic check function.We can make S/KEY �t this general model by equating:� the challenge R with the concatenation of c and D, and� the function fK(R) with gc(K�D), where g is the one-way function used by S/KEY,K is the 64-bit user key, and � denotes bit-wise exclusive-or.As a requirement for use of this `unilateral authentication' protocol, ISO/IEC 9798{4speci�es that the challenge R should be unpredictable by any third party. However, inthe S/KEY scheme this value is not unpredictable, since successive challenges from aparticular host to a particular user consist of an identical seed, and count values di�eringby one. This leads to a possible problem, which we now describe.First note that it has been observed by Gong, [2], that if a challenge is predictable ina challenge-response protocol (e.g. if a counter is used), then unless the challenge iscryptographically protected then a type of `suppress-replay attack' (otherwise known asa `preplay attack') becomes possible; the use and limitations of `predictable nonces' hasalso been discussed in [1]. The general idea of the attack (in the context of the ISO/IEC9798{4 protocol) is as follows.User C wishes to impersonate A to B. Suppose also that C is able to predict the nextchallenge R to be chosen by B. C now impersonates B to A and asks A to authenticateitself; C chooses as a challenge the next challenge R which will be chosen by B when`genuinely' authenticatingA. When received, the response to R sent byA is memorised byC. At some future time C can now impersonate A to B, using this memorised response.This immediately applies to the S/KEY system, since, by monitoring exchanges betweena particular host and user, an interceptor will be able to predict the exact future valuesof the seed and count to be used. If the interceptor is able to impersonate the host to theuser, the interceptor can obtain `one time passwords' which are guaranteed to be validat some point in the future.



In fact, things are actually even worse for the S/KEY system than we have so far implied.If the interceptor is ever able to impersonate the host to the user on one single occasion,then the system is e�ectively completely broken. This is because the impersonator ofthe host can supply the `current' seed value together with a count of 1. Knowledge ofthe response to this challenge will readily enable all `one time passwords' based on thisparticular seed value to be computed (given knowledge of the S/KEY one-way function).4 Other possible schemesOf course, it would be ideal to have a scheme having the main advantage of S/KEY(i.e. not requiring storage of user secrets by the host) combined with the ability to resisthost-impersonation attacks of the type described. This seems di�cult to provide withoutmaking additional assumptions about the capabilities of the host and/or the user. Webriey consider two possibilities, although neither of them are `ideal' since they putadditional requirements on the user and/or host.First observe that, if the user can store the counter value c and the seed D for the host,then there is no longer a need for the host to send a challenge. The user simply decrementshis/her stored counter c, and sends the host the three values: c, D and gc(K�D) (whichthe host can verify as long as c is less than its stored value), c.f. clause 5.1.1 of ISO/IEC9798{4, [4]. This scheme is still open to a limited form of the host-impersonation attack,although the most serious version, where the impersonator obtains the value of g1(K�D),is no longer possible.Second suppose that the host has a digital signature key pair, the private signature-generating part of which it can store securely, and that every user is capable of storinga copy of the host's public signature-veri�cation key. The host can now use its privatesignature key to sign the challenge (consisting of c and D) and the user will not generateand send its response unless the signature is valid, c.f. [1]. This scheme now appearssecure against host-impersonation, although it does require the host to store a secret,albeit a single secret and not secret information for each individual user.5 ConclusionsThe main advantage of the S/KEY scheme is that it avoids the need for the host to retaina user secret (although the current user `count', the `seed' and the `old password' mustbe protected against unauthorised change). The main disadvantage is the possibility ofthe type of host-impersonation attack we have described, which a conventional challenge-response scheme based on unpredictable challenges would avoid, although such schemesdo require the host to retain user secrets. Thus a careful choice should be made betweenS/KEY and other schemes, depending on whether the risk of the host storing user secrets
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